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Abstract

The Australian regional university where this pilot study was completed is confronted with a number of demographic factors that challenge the delivery of effective student support and engagement. In 2020, the teacher education student cohort comprised of approximately 5,100 students, with 82.6% 25 years of age or older, 20.3% identified as having a low SES background, 43.7% being first-in-family, and 96.1% studying off-campus. Student demographic characteristics such as these are commonly cited as factors that contribute to increased challenge in completing tertiary study (Grebennikov & Shah, 2012; Li & Carroll, 2020). The attrition rate for commencing students for the period from 2010 to 2018 ranged between 24.6% and 36.2%. While these demographic characteristics are largely objective in character and may not be able to be addressed by university-based intervention, the nature and quality of the learning environment students’ experience is able to provide the best opportunity for them to successfully complete their tertiary study endeavours, despite their personal context and backgrounds. One factor that has been identified as critical to the success of commencing students, particularly those from non-traditional backgrounds, is the nature of their relationships with, and the academic environment established by the academics teaching first-year units (Farr-Wharton, Charles, Keast, Woolcott, & Chamberlain, 2017).
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1. Introduction

1.1 The Problem

A 2019 review of the School of Education (SOE) at the university where this project was conducted identified the need to revisit how first-year units were delivered, with a renewed focus on improving the overall student experience to positively impact retention. Student retention has been an ongoing challenge for the school and wider institution and a variety of initiatives had been adopted to address the issue. The review identified shortcomings in the nature of the support available to first-year students and the lack of a consistent, collaborative pedagogical approach used in the delivery of first-year units. Consequently, the SOE commenced a project entitled the Commencing Student Success Project (CSSP) that aimed to change the way in which Unit Coordinators (UC) engage with and support students in their first year of study. The project sought to address issues identified within the review through the raising of UCs awareness of the need for and their responsibility to proactively build positive relationships with their students and through the identification and implementation of pedagogical practices that would best support mature aged, first-year students in transition to tertiary study. While the student cohort of the SOE has a high proportion of non-traditional students, the project was intended to enhance the experience of all first year students.

1.2. Literature Review

Stone and Springer (2019) argue that there “is evidence to indicate a supportive and engaging online teaching and learning environment, can help to mitigate...difficulties and lead to increased student retention” (p. 147). The question raised by Brown (2020) in relation to the current state of adult education in Australia seems particularly relevant to the cohort of adult learners who enrol in the initial teacher education courses offered through the SOE, namely “Is … our own thinking about what adult education is today, fit to meet the needs and challenges of our
world?" (p. 8). Falasca (2011) argued that, while there has been much written about barriers to adult learning, there has been limited focus on how to deal with these barriers from an organisational and institutional perspective.

The literature consistently reports how attending university is stressful for students: Stallman (2010) found that 84% of Australian students reported elevated distress, and 19% reported high distress compared to 3% of the general population. This stress can be generated by personal factors, institutional factors, or the intersection between the two. For example, high levels of paid work, additional family responsibilities or living far from campus are potential causes of stress, which can influence student success by impeding student engagement (McMillan, 2005).

The level of students’ academic self-efficacy influences their motivation and learning through its impact on persistence, goal setting and the use of self-regulatory strategies (Bandura, 2001). High self-efficacy levels increase student engagement and success and, in return, engagement and success increase self-efficacy (Schunk & Mullen, 2012). Within tertiary education settings, ‘belonging’ is described as the students’ connectedness to the institution, staff and other students (L. Thomas, 2012) taking into consideration the discipline being studied i.e. the degree of fit an individual perceives between their individual habitus, and that of the institution. The strategies developed and included in the CSSP were intended to enhance these aspects of students’ first-year experiences.

UCs engaged in the delivery of first-year units play a key role in supporting students in the development of students’ self-efficacy, positive levels of emotional experience and well-being associated with learning and transition, and a sense of connectedness to the institution (Kahu & Nelson, 2018). UCs typically have a well-developed sense of academic identity, with an associated identity role developed over many years, firstly as a student, but also as an academic and educator (Stryker & Burke, 2000). The project supported participants as they interrogated the current nature of their professional and personal identities as a UC, and to potentially develop these to incorporate new understandings, different paradigms, and altered behaviours towards their students (R. Whannel & Whannel, 2015).

1.3 The Research Questions

The focus of this paper, which describes the first six months of the project, was on the following research questions:

1. What are the current attitudes, beliefs and understandings for SOE Unit Coordinators and support staff, in relation to their role as educators of first-year students?
2. What barriers exist for SOE Unit Coordinators and support staff in changing their attitudes, perceptions and pedagogical approach for teaching first-year students?
3. How can SOE Unit Coordinators enhance the experience of first year students through the implementation of innovative pedagogical practices?

What follows is a summary of the initial development process for the project, from the initial decision to conduct the project and the reasons it was required, to the identification of 15 key principles entitled “Basic Elements”, that will be incorporated into all first-year units in the SOE. This following section describes the institutional context experienced by first year students in the SOE with a focus on the support structures available.

2. First-Year Student Experience in the School of Education

2.1 Current First-Year Transition Process for SOE Students

Prior to the commencement of the CSSP, the first point of engagement and support for a commencing initial teacher education student is their experience with the universities’ enrolment support structures: the Enrolment Support Mantle. This mantle is focussed on getting the student enrolled in their choice of course, and set up with the correct services required to commence study.

Once the initial enrolment and orientation process are complete, two main cores of support are available: i) the Outer Core; and ii) the Inner Core. The Outer Core houses the support for students outside of the units where teaching and learning occurs. This Outer Core comprises:

i. University Orientation
ii. Faculty level academic and pastoral support i.e. a First-year Advisor
iii. Professional Experience Support – Placement matching and support
iv. Enrolment support – Student Success
v. University-wide Services and Resources, external to Faculty student support - Counselling, Academic Skills Office, Residential Colleges, Library, Outreach program
vi. Within Faculty administrative support
The Inner Core houses the support for students once enrolled in units and involved directly in teaching and learning process, and comprises:

i. Unit Coordinator

ii. Staff involved in teaching and assessment

The transfer from the Outer to the Inner Core must be completed successfully within a short time frame as first-year students engage and connect, or conversely, disconnect with their tertiary institution within the first two to six weeks of study (Barnes, Macalpine, & Munro, 2015). These Inner and Outer Cores both currently function at the institution, yet a disconnect of how to best utilise the cores cohesively had been identified in the review of the SOE. While the university devotes extensive time and resources to the provision of support services, as pointed out by Roberts, Boldy, and Dunworth (2015, p. 134), “the valuing of a service in principle, and a belief in the importance of its availability, does not necessarily lead to a view that a given service, as experienced, is useful”.

The SOE review identified issues due to the lack of cohesion in a number of aspects of student support described above, the first being the lack of integration between the Inner and Outer Cores, where there was a lack of communication and engagement between academic and teaching staff in the units and the support staff outside the SOE, a lack of engagement between the UCs of first-year units, and finally, within units where there was a lack of communication and relationship between university academic staff and students. The model described above requires a student to negotiate an enrolment and orientation process which is largely conducted by personnel who are not academics and who are not involved in the delivery of academic units. This is followed by entry in up to four different academic units, each presented by a UC with his/her own approach to engaging with and providing support for students.

Within the teaching and learning sphere (Inner Core), the flow of unit information separates into four distinct Unit Moodle sites in the universities Learning Management System (LMS), with four individual academics as Unit coordinators with potentially four different styles and approaches to teaching, and ways they relate to and engage with students. The SOE review identified this situation as a point of disconnection that created confusion and could be overwhelming for some students. The nature of the disconnection can be simple: who to speak with for advice around school professional experience etc., or can be more in-depth: enrolment and progression issues, counselling support, writing skill improvement, etc. further creating issues for students not understanding the connection between unit support and general support. Kift and Moody (2009) argue that “at the very minimum, if we expect first year students to become independent and self-managing learners, both teachers and students need to be supported to aid the early development and acquisition of tertiary assessment literacies” (p. 1). At first-year level certain processes may not be clear to students and UCs. Richardson (2011) argues that a “mismatch between the perceptions of teaching staff and students is likely to lead to widespread disappointment among students” (p. 3) with negative impact on student outcomes.

Another issue for the current first-year student that was identified in the SOE review, was the lack of a core philosophy or teaching and learning framework that underpins teaching, and would provide a consistent learning environment across all first-year units. This lack of an underpinning philosophy manifests as a dissimilar collection of units espousing mixed modes of practice embedded in differing student expectations, and, in some cases, a belief on the part of the academic of being the ‘gatekeeper’ (Posselt, 2016). Gasiewski, Eagan, Garcia, Hurtado, and Chang (2012), in a large scale USA study, found that students were “more engaged in courses where the instructor consistently signalled an openness to student questions and recognizes her/his role in helping students succeed” (p. 229). Where there is a widespread mismatch between the perceptions of staff and students, widespread disappointment among students may result (Richardson, 2011). They also argue that faculty should “move away from gatekeeping strategies where few are expected to do well and instead move toward practices that ensure more students can succeed” (p. 251). It was acknowledged in the SOE that some units were being successfully taught with a strong student focus on their success and with the knowledge of how to support them, however, significant improvements needed to be made at a systemic level to include all unit offerings.

The model for supporting first-year students and building an exceptional experience for them aimed to ensure that the two cores could operate amongst and within each other, transferring information back and forth about the student to ensure all support structures are well informed and can be utilised at appropriate times.

2.2 Proposed Structure for Changes to Student Experience

Considering the literature relevant to the first-year experience and the challenges identified by the review of the SOE, a number of principles were identified upon which to base the CSSP project. The principles were developed collaboratively by the academics leading the project and approved by the executive of the SOE. These principles
place the student at the centre of the transition process, surrounded by a layer of support which functions to provide support for both the student and academic staff engaged in the delivery of academic units. The principles developed were:

Principle 1: From the time of enrolment to the commencement of the first trimester, the student passes through the outer academic support services core, where appropriate, and supportive orientation and “student-in-transition” support is provided within the Enrolment Mantle and Outer Core.

Principle 2: Upon commencement of the academic trimester, the experience of the student is determined by what happens within the units in which they are enrolled, principally through:

- Standardised processes for timely engagement by academic staff;
- Efficacious engagement with the curriculum, delivered either on-campus or via Moodle; and
- Positive, enabling engagement with assessment.

Principle 3: The UC is attributed initial and primary responsibility and accountability for the quality of the students' experience and the outcomes achieved. In circumstances where the student does not feel comfortable in liaising with the UC, then the student has the option and recourse to seek support from the other numerous supports available. This responsibility and accountability should not be automatically shifted to the support services personnel.

Principle 4: During the trimester, responsibility and accountability for student learning and support lies with the UC. Support is provided primarily within the academic structure and personnel of a Unit. Support from the Outer Core is utilised when the support requirements are either not available from or exceed the capacity of the Unit’s academic staff, or if the student bypasses the Inner Core for other reasons.

Principle 5: Students access support services outside of the academic structure on a needs and referral basis. Where such supports are accessed, the nature of the support is advised, through the First-year Director if anonymity is required, to the Unit Coordinator/s as appropriate, considering the privacy and educational requirements applicable.

3. Methodology

The project was commenced in the second trimester of 2020 after the granting of ethics approval with seven first-year UCs agreeing to voluntarily participate in the project. Participants ranged from early career academics, with less than three years’ experience, to an Associate Professor with over 20 years’ experience. The initial phase of the project, which is reported in this article, was conducted between July and December 2020.

An action research methodology (Stringer, 2008) is being used for the project, and the study will be completed in the following phases. Data collected will involve a mixed method approach (Axinn & Pearce, 2006), where quantitative data from Moodle analytics and participant surveys will be used in conjunction with qualitative data from participant surveys. The following action research cycle will be completed using the following phases:

Phase 1: Investigating the current beliefs, attitudes, identity and role of UCs and support staff.

Phase 2: Initial intervention training and collaborative development of the signature pedagogical model. The central concepts of adult learning principles (Weuffen, Andrews, & Roberts, 2020) were embedded in the intervention training.

Phase 3: Implementation of the pedagogical model.

Phase 4: Analysis of data and evaluation of Phases 1 to 3.

Phase 5: Based on the analysis of evidence completed in Phase 4, the signature pedagogical model and training program will be further developed, with the cycle repeated in subsequent trimesters.

Depending upon the outcomes from the first cycle of action described in Phases 2 to 5, the research will complete an identical second cycle as per the action research methodology. It is expected at this point that the project will involve a minimum of two iterations: the first in T3, 2020 and the second in T1, 2021. A third iteration in T2, 2021 may also be completed depending upon the outcomes of the project at the end of the second iteration.

3.1 Project Description and Integrated Data Collection

3.1.1 Initial Survey

An initial anonymous survey was completed using Qualtrics. The survey collected data in relation to the current beliefs, attitudes and role of UCs. It consisted of eight Likert items asking participants to rank how important it was for them to know certain information about commencing students in their unit; previous academic performance,
academic self-efficacy, connectedness to the institution, overall well-being, engagement with others, engagement with the UC, engagement with Moodle and engagement with the universities’ support services. Items used a seven-point scale, from Not Important to Very Important. Open-ended items were also provided to allow participants to describe how they obtained information about their first-year students in relation to these same areas. Examples of the items provided are shown.

- Students in your unit present as unique individuals with varied backgrounds, experiences and knowledge. What do you use, if anything, to evaluate the following for commencing students that enrol in your unit?
- What Moodle techniques, pedagogical strategies and personal approaches do you use when teaching commencing students to develop each of the following areas?
- Who do you consider is primarily responsible for responding to a request for assistance from a commencing student? Why?

Each item provided space for response in relation to previous academic performance, academic self-efficacy, connectedness to the institution, overall well-being, and engagement with others, the UC and other staff.

3.1.2 Intervention Training

Participants were provided with access to an online training program in the learning management system, Moodle. Two synchronous Zoom sessions were then held, each running for approximately three hours, to support the learning materials. The theoretical framework used for the intervention training is described more fully later in this article.

3.1.3 Post Intervention Training Collaboration to Develop a First-Year Unit Signature Pedagogy

Following the completion of the intervention training, participants and presenters engaged in an online collaborative process to develop a signature pedagogy for first-year units. A component of the collaboration involved UCs having access to all involved Moodle units coordinated by the participants in the project. Those aspects that were collectively considered appropriate to support the outcomes of the CSSP were identified and new pedagogical components were proposed.

3.1.4 Final Interview

Following the development of the signature pedagogy document, UCs were provided with the following interview prompts by email.

Q1. How did the CSSP training impact on your thinking as a UC and how you:
- communicate/view students?
- design and access information on my Moodle site?

Q2. What is the biggest benefit you consider your involvement in the CSSP project to-date has been?

Q3. What do you consider the barriers have been to engaging with the CSSP up to this point?

4. Results and Discussion

This section will present an analysis of the data collected in the initial phases of the project and, using the action research phased approach, describe how the analysis was implemented throughout the first trimester of delivery. The section commences with a summary of the first data collection, which examined Unit Coordinators views about teaching first-year students. This will be followed by a description of the development of the theoretical framework for the intervention training for Unit Coordinators and the literature based upon which this training was based. The final section will describe the signature pedagogical framework developed collaboratively by the project participants.

4.1 The Initial Survey

The UCs responses to the initial survey where they reported on the importance of knowing various aspects of the students’ background and learning context were analysed.

4.1.1 Importance at the Institutional Level

UCs rated limited importance on institutional level matters, particularly the students’ connectedness to the institution. Kift, Nelson, and Clarke (2010) propose three principles that should guide initiatives for enhancing the first-year experience, the third being “creating a sense of belonging through involvement, engagement and connectedness with their university experiences” (p. 4). Connectedness to the institution using technology as the means to relate to teaching staff and other students has also been identified as a key component of supporting first-year students studying by distance (Andrews & Tynan, 2012).
4.1.2 Importance of Students’ Academic Preparedness

The importance UCs placed on students’ previous academic performance and their academic self-efficacy were considered to be at relatively low level, particularly the students’ previous academic performances. The first open-ended item in the initial survey asked participants to describe how they evaluated commencing students’ previous academic performance and their level of academic self-efficacy. Four participants stated explicitly that they did not evaluate previous academic performance, while two indicated they used the first assessment task in the unit. While no participant had a specific mechanism in place to evaluate academic self-efficacy at the commencement of the unit, three indicated that they considered this during their interactions with students as a part of their ongoing engagement with them.

- [Academic self-efficacy] is not something I set out to evaluate at the commencement of a unit, but it is something that I would be considering as issues arise for students throughout the teaching period.
- Again, knowing where students are and how they are progressing means I can place better supports within the unit to meet students learning journey needs. So, I will engage in discussion boards and also work to highlight the importance of academic literacy skills
- I monitor any emails/posts where students indicate that they are not feeling confident in their ability to do something or unsure about their understanding and I follow-up with those students, usually through Moodle to encourage others to follow suit if they feel the same way

What was apparent from the participants’ responses was that there was no standard approach available and used within first-year units in relation to early diagnostic assessment, where students who may be ill-prepared to engage with their study were able to be identified at an early stage and provided the support they may require. The importance of the first six weeks of university study after commencement has been identified as a period of high vulnerability for students (Barnes et al., 2015), particularly those from a non-traditional background (P. Whannell, Whannell, & Allen, 2012).

The first standard in the Australian Institute for Professional Teachers requires teachers to Know Students and How They Learn (Australian Institute for Teaching and School Leadership, 2020). Two key elements of an educator knowing their students would be the students’ previous academic performance and their level of academic self-efficacy, particularly at the commencement of a unit, so it appears unusual that such a relatively low importance has been placed on these factors.

This situation suggests that there needed to be two related aspects included in the CSSP to allow individual commencing students’ needs to be addressed. Firstly, that UCs attitudes and beliefs about the importance of these aspects needed to be enhanced and their needed to be a documented and understood process that allowed UCs to gather diagnostic assessment data. This situation though, was considered to require a great deal of finesse. Debenham and May (2005) identified early assessment experiences in a tertiary enabling program, which caters generally to non-traditional students, as being of particular importance when they stated that “the first milestone in an enabling program for both students and lecturers is the submission and return of the first assignments [and] it can be asserted … that the first assignment is surrounded on all sides by anxiety” (p. 89). They also concluded that “initially students are threatened by ‘academic work’” (p. 89). This view is echoed by T. Thomas et al. (2018) for students in the first-year of study, where they argued that “poorly designed assessment can be demotivating and may even cause students to withdraw from university” (p. 1).

As a consequence, it was considered that the CSSP should include a process of diagnostic assessment, but that the approach used would provide the following:

- UCs had access to the evidence held by the university in relation to the student, including their previous school academic results and enrolment application;
- Units would commence with an engaging activity that would provide ALL students with a positive experience of learning that would enhance their academic self-efficacy through mastery. It should be noted that this mastery does not need to be done in relation to academically challenging situations (Usher & Pajares, 2008);
- Any diagnostic assessment task/s used would be integrated into the students’ initial engagement with the unit and would be perceived by students as a part of their normal teaching and learning.
4.1.3 Importance of Students’ Engagement in the UCs Unit

The UCs responded to items relating to students’ engagement with matters that directly related to teaching and learning in their own unit. The data reflected that the students’ engagement with Moodle was rated as being the most important aspect to UCs, and was rated higher than any other factor measured in the study.

The first open-ended item asked UCs to describe how they evaluated commencing students’ engagement with Moodle. Of the seven responses, only three described a specific strategy whereby they used the data available in Moodle to measure engagement.

- This is monitored through Moodle activity.
- Via the Moodle analytics.
- I have worked hard to ensure that students engage fully with the online learning content by designing hurdle tasks. They cannot unlock topics or progress to submission of their assignments unless they pass each topic quiz. This has increased engagement significantly.

The remaining responses described the importance of engagement, but were general in nature.

- Very important!! If students don’t engage with Moodle they will fall behind very quickly!
- It is where the learning materials and activities are.
- I do not evaluate this for each student individually but I always check that there is a relatively high percentage of students using the various resources (via Gismo)
- I have Forums where students can post to me. I list my personal mobile, email (obviously), I record a video of me babbling about the unit as an introduction, and then each for the two assignments.

Considering the role that Moodle, the institution’s LMS, has as the vehicle used to deliver teaching and learning and the primary tool for communication between academic staff and students, this does seem quite surprising. Of particular importance is the lack of a consistent response to the item that would indicate a clearly established, and perhaps required, practice that was known to the participants to evaluate student engagement in the initial transition into first-year units. Considering the institution has a long experience with online learning and over 90% of students in the SoE study online, this appeared as a substantial issue. Developing a process to support UC’s capacities to use Moodle and the evidence it provides of student engagement, was considered essential to include in CSSP as it progressed.

4.2 Intervention Training and Theoretical Framework

The purpose of the intervention training was to address five key objectives, namely:

1) To provide UCs with a framework to support their understanding of the challenges of first-year university students in transition.
2) To provide UCs with a framework to support their own experiences of involvement in the CSSP and how it might challenge their beliefs, attitudes and related identity in relation to their academic role.
3) To provide UCs with a common framework to understand how they could evaluate their presence and relationships with students.
4) To introduce UCs to the CSSP project (described previously) and provide them with an understanding of their role.
5) To develop the key aspects of the signature pedagogical approach that they would use commencing in trimester 3, 2020.

The signature pedagogy of student support developed was based upon evidence-based aspects of the literature, with the focus on teacher presence and engaging pedagogical design supported by Stone and Springer (2019). The general background to the first-year students’ transition experience was based on the literature of Kahu and Nelson (2018), with its focus on interrogating self-efficacy, emotion, belonging, and well-being.

Self-efficacy: Self-efficacy is an individual’s belief in their capacity to perform a given task, stemming from a cognitive appraisal of personal and environmental factors. Academic self-efficacy influences student motivation and learning through its impact on persistence, goal setting and the use of self-regulatory strategies. High self-efficacy increases student engagement and success and, in return, engagement and success increase self-efficacy (Schunk & Mullen, 2012).
Emotion: The first year is a particularly emotional time for students. For non-traditional students, the gap between their existing identities and experiences and the expectations and requirements of the institution may result in more negative emotions. While some anxiety can be a motivating force leading to greater behavioural engagement, chronic or extreme anxiety can have a negative impact and lead to disengagement and withdrawal (Kahu, Stephens, Leach, & Zepke, 2015).

Belonging: In education settings, belonging is described as the students’ connectedness to the institution, staff and other students (L. Thomas, 2012), as well as the discipline being studied; the degree of fit an individual perceives between their individual habitus and that of the institution. The need for belonging, to have positive interpersonal attachments, is widely recognised as a fundamental human need (Baumeister & Leary, 1995). Through initiating student supported learning opportunities, friendships also lead to opportunities for students to deepen their engagement: enhance student interest, develop positive learning behaviours, and increase cognitive understanding.

Well-being: Attending university is stressful (Stallman, 2010), and this stress may be caused by personal factors, institutional factors, or the intersection between the two. Well-being is more likely to be compromised for students who belong to multiple equity groups (Edwards & McMillan, 2015). For example, high levels of paid work, additional family responsibilities or living far from campus (all characteristics of non-traditional students) are all potential causes of stress, which can influence student success by impeding student engagement.

To support UCs’ understanding of the identity challenges that might potentially arise for both students in the first-year transition and to provide additional background to the work of Kahu and Nelson (2018), and for the Unit Coordinators as they engaged with the participants of the project, identity theory (Stets, Burke, Serpe, & Stryker, 2020; Stryker & Burke, 2000; R. Whannell & Whannell, 2015) was also presented. This was considered essential to provide a theoretical framework to assist with understanding the process of change in a transitional context.

The model of identity theory presented had previously been used in relation to non-traditional students in the transition to university (Bolton, 2016; R. Whannell & Whannell, 2015) and in academic collaborations in pre-service teaching contexts (Fraser, Beswick, Penson, Seen, & Whannell, 2019). A dynamic view of identity was presented, where identities are “always changing (albeit slowly) in response to the exigencies of the situation. Insofar as an identity cannot change the situation…it adapts slowly, gaining control where it can, and adapting where it must” (Burke, 2006, p. 93). The first key aspect of the model presented was the role of emotional experiences of the teaching and learning context and their impact on the level of commitment to academic identity and on underlying attitudes, beliefs and values. Where these emotional experiences were negative, it was argued that the commitment to the identity was reduced and the preparedness to perform the role associated with that identity challenged. For students, this was associated with their transition experiences in general, but assessment in particular during the early stages of transition. The need for appropriate forms as assessment that would provide students with a sense of mastery and the associated positive emotional experiences was emphasised. The role of traditional examination-type assessment during the early transitional period was raised and questioned. For UCs, it was argued that involvement in the CSSP may challenge their sense of identity as an academic and their understanding of their role with first-year students and give rise to negative, and potentially strong, emotional responses as a consequence.

One theoretical framework that was presented in association with identity theory was attribution theory (Kelley & Michaela, 1980). The aspect of attribution theory described focused on how the event of student success or failure was interpreted by UCs and how the causes of and personal control over these events were attributed. It was argued that UCs could interpret the cause of student success or failure as either being the result of external, objective forces over which they had no control e.g. financial issues, family challenges, or as something that they could influence through their own actions through creating an engaging, supportive learning environment. The focus for the CSSP was to promote the attribution of student success with UCs personal efforts and the nature of the educational experience students created within their units.

The final foundational theoretical frame described was transactional distance theory (Moore, 1993). This theory was presented to provide a vehicle by which participants could understand and evaluate the nature of the learning relationship between themselves and their students and how transactional distance was influenced by factors within the learning environment.

4.3 The Signature Pedagogy

Following the intervention training period, participating UCs and project managers collaborated to develop a signature pedagogy to support first-year students and provide an integrated support model. This resulted in the identification of 15 key concepts named “Basic Elements” that would be implemented in first-year units
commencing in trimester 3, 2020. One key aspect that arose during the intervention training and was emphasised in the subsequent collaboration was the importance of using Universal Design for Learning (Hall, Meyer, & Rose, 2012) principles in the units. The final framework developed for implementation is summarised in Table 1.

Table 1. First-year signature pedagogy framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Concept</th>
<th>To appear in your unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1. Use a range of methods to scaffold and assist students with completing assessment tasks. | • Short weekly video communication of what has been covered, what will be covered next week and what you can do to prepare  
• Offer one weekly chat session over Zoom  
• Welcome to the unit greeting - video  
• Video of Assessment explanation  
• Have 1-2 student mentors within the units to support student questions. |
| 2. Flexible two to three-week due date submission portal for assessments. | • A fixed date will be the preferred due date, but the 2-3 week portal period provides the flexibility and no need for students to apply for an extension if they submit the assignment within that period.  
• Extensions following UNE extension policy will be required if student needs to submit after the 2-3 week portal is closed. |
| 3. Grouping of assessments – replacement of tasks that are small and time sensitive i.e. weekly tasks worth 5% | • Reduction of Regular Weekly Tasks of 5% to one 15%-20% task over three-four weeks in a module. |
| 4. Replacement of Exams | • Use of summative quizzes to replace formal exams. |
| 5. Provide an additional opportunity for students to learn from their assessment efforts and pass the unit. | • Assessment resubmission opportunity for failed assessment components |
| 6. Explicitly illustrate how students can successfully complete assessments. | • UCs to provide an exemplar of what a ‘good’ assessment looks like for each assessment task. Examples may include:  
  o a de-identified previous paper;  
  o a template outlining what you expect to see in different sections of the assessment  
  o Video/screencast explanation of expectations;  
  o “How to” videos to demonstrate completion of key components of the task;  
  o Sample responses provided at key junctures in the template;  
  o Sequencing tasks to build knowledge, skills and CONFIDENCE;  
  o Provide examples of what is a ‘high-range’ / ‘mid-range’ / ‘low-range’ submission  
  o Assessment to demonstrate Universal Design for Learning principles  
  o Use consistent language across rubrics  
  o Embed hyperlink to Academic Support Office video resources covering referencing, time management, using evidence in assessment tasks, researching  |
| 7. In-unit post-assessment task evaluation to refine teaching and to make future assessments more meaningful. | • Opt-in simple post assessment survey for unit quality assurances.  
• Refine assessment for quality  
• Clearly defined assessment rubrics |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Central Concept</th>
<th>To appear in your unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8. Scaffold work to meet AQF expectation requirements of learning to support</td>
<td>- UDL - Heavy Scaffolding of a learning and assessment requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students in their first years. Ensuring unit work is pitched to the expected</td>
<td>- AQF learning language:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>level of student abilities.</td>
<td>o 100 level units – Remembering, understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o 200 level units – Analysing, applying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o 300 level units – Evaluating, creating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Scaffolding Frameworks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Provide collective feedback to all students on how to improve on their</td>
<td>- Use of ‘markers reports’ e.g. What a ‘high-range’ / ‘mid-range’ / ‘low-range’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assessments.</td>
<td>submission looks like. The qualities of each band. This also helps reflective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>practice for unit writers/co-ordinators.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Global feedback on what could be better for the next assessment - highlight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>common mistakes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- UCs to compile a short list of dot points summarising the cohort’s efforts post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>each assessment performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Set dates with reasonable lead-in times to complete assessments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Map first year unit assessment due dates with other units, to enable</td>
<td>- Use of Module Screen casting OR Welcome videos</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>students to better manage their time.</td>
<td>- Module Zoom sessions for teaching modules 1-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- A welcome video showing the face only is fine, but when it gets to the substance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of the unit, a screen-cast (which can also show the lecturers face on a small</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>window if required) that demonstrates exactly where to go and what to do, as shown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>by verbal description of clicks on the Moodle interface is what is required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Video connection with students that highlight what they’ve learned that week, what</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>they will learn next week, and what they can do to best prepare.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use methods to reduce queries from students eg weekly announcements, reminding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>students of assessment requirements, FAQs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Create a timetable so students know when you will be working on queries, and they</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>can immediately ask you questions - ‘Scheduler’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- All student queries go through SRM instead of email</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Offer a minimum of one live Q&amp;A sessions - Zoom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Respond to all Moodle posts as soon as possible, but in a maximum of 24 hours.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tutors to work out with their UC re online staffing to assure timely online</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>responses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Provide opportunities for student-led forums, FAQ, chatbot</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Use of accessible language for first year students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Being available does not necessarily equate to being approachable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Creating an overt UC presence and approachability within the unit.</td>
<td>- Announcements of reflection and learning goals through video</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Screencast</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>o Asynchronous videos not recordings of tutorials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12. Create module reflection points and establish clear learning goals for</td>
<td>- Use of accessible language for first year students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>each topic</td>
<td>- Being available does not necessarily equate to being approachable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Central Concept | To appear in your unit
---|---
13. Consistency of Moodle, teaching, presentation, location of items, structure, nomenclature | ‘Modules’ encompass the central concept or theme of the learning.
| Learning is delivered via a series of ‘Topics’ to cover the concept of what is being taught.
| Provide a ‘to-do’ scaffold explanation STYLE GUIDE pdf of major points of the new look Moodle site.
| Seamless navigation - units should contain intuitive navigation
| Embedded internal ‘autolinking’ (and external) where appropriate

14. Access prior learning on a collaborative introduction activity | Introduction tasks that create collaboration without having to have previously engaged with the unit work.
| Use prior knowledge of schools and teaching to create a community of practice.

15. Distribution of Student Achievement Certificates (SACs) and a Certificate of Achievement as part of the Dean’s Honour Roll | SAC – For students that achieve a Distinction or HD in the unit as the final mark
| Dean’s Honour Roll – For students that achieve a GPA over the year of 6.0 and above

4.4 Final Interview

Following the development of the signature pedagogy, UCs were responded to a number of prompts provided by email. Following analysis of the data, the following key findings were made.

4.4.1 Benefits of the CSSP Project

The primary benefit of the CSSP project that UCs described was in relation to the opportunity to see how other UCs engaged with their students and the techniques used to present their units in Moodle.

- Having an opportunity to see how other UC’s organise their units was powerful.
- I did find being able to have a look at other units insightful and did get some ideas from this.
- Learning from the work of others.
- The biggest impact has been around finding new ways to engage students through observing the work of others.

4.4.2 Communication with Students

While UCs did not identify any substantial change in the way they viewed and communicated with students, they did describe benefits from having the opportunity to consider who their students were in terms of their background and how this might influence how they engaged with them.

- No change. It did confirm that what I am doing is actually Ok.
- As a new staff member, the CSSP training provided be a broader view of our student cohort backgrounds and the impact that these demographics can have on the student experience and retention.
- The biggest impact has been around finding new ways to engage students through observing the work of others. There has not been a shift in my thinking per se but rather a consolidation and extension of ideas.
- There has not been a shift in my think per se but rather a consolidation and extension of ideas.

Another key benefit identified was the opportunity to learn about new technological techniques available to engage students online. A member of the training team was a Faculty Learning Designer (FLD) and the benefits of being able to work with him on an ongoing basis were described.

- More powerful though was being introduced to technologies that I can use to make the lesson design theories related to differentiation that I teach in my units a reality in my units. This will enable me to model what is taught, which I have always found difficult in the online environment – this has
always been a point of tension in my teaching in the past. [FLD’s] workshops on HP5 were transformative for me.

- I am also am keen to explore the tools in Moodle, as presented by [FLD], and the pedagogical strategies they may afford.
- HP5 interactive activities for each unit – need to chat to [FLD]. Bring more consistency across my units in activities, placement of things, etc
- Working with colleagues and access to their units – this is something that could be built on and developed. [FLD]!!!!!!

### 4.4.3 Barriers to CSSP Involvement

There was no barrier described commonly by UCs. Two UCs identified that a lack of time may challenge engagement with the project requirements. A second barrier was identified as the use of outdated theories with which to frame the intervention training.

- Some of the issues with the project relate to tension amongst participants as to their views on the underlying theories used to frame the project, and the way this worked to slow some of the progress.
- I would like to have had my thinking challenged a little more. The theories that were presented were not new (actually they are quite old) and this did put me on the back foot to start with.

### 5. Conclusion

This paper has described the process by which a regional university has developed a signature pedagogy and integrated support model to enhance the experience of first-year students transitioning into the SOE. The process has provided UCs with the opportunity to have a voice in the process of change in relation to their academic role and pedagogical practices as the CSSP progresses. This approach has supported UCs in their engagement with the project and no substantial barriers to implementation have been identified to date.

The findings from the data analysis and the engagement of participants with the project indicated that the academics involved were open to engage with the project and to potentially develop innovative pedagogical approaches to working with first year students. The initial data collection indicated that there was a lack of a consistent approach to the commencement of teaching with first year students and limited engagement by UCs to prepare themselves to understand their students on an individual basis. This is, perhaps, due to the challenges associated with achieving this with a high proportion of students who study online. No substantial barriers were encountered during the initial training and first trimester of implement the signature pedagogy and participants identified a range of benefits from their involvement in the project.

One aspect that should also be considered in the professional development (PD) of university academics is their ongoing commitment to the process over time. Weuffen, Andrews, and Roberts (2020) demonstrated in a study at a similar regional Australian university that the initial enthusiasm for PD by academics reduces substantially within six months of initial engagement. This area will be examined in future research in this project.

It is evident that the opportunity for UCs to engage with each other and with an expert who can support them through technological changes were highly valued. The project has developed a signature pedagogy that has been approved for use within the SOE. The impact of the new approach will be evaluated and reported in a subsequent publication. In particular, the way in which UCs implement the signature pedagogy within their units, both in terms of what is offered in Moodle and the manner in which they engage with students, will be investigated.
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